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Comparing q-ary relations on a set O of elementary objects is one of the most fundamental problems of Classi cation and Combinatorial Data Analysis. It does intervene crucially on the di erent levels of a data synthesis process. Thus, descriptive variable of any type, numerical or categorical (eventually provided by a complex structure on the category set),
can be clearly expressed in terms of a relation on O . On the other hand, a data analysis result (classi cation, hierarchical classi cation, Euclidean representation, ...) also de nes a relation on O . Then a data analysis scheme is viewed as taking into account a collection of relations, to produce a global approximating relation of a prede ned type. However, we have to clearly distinguish between the two dual problems : associating objects described by relational variables and associating relations observed on elementary objects or object classes. An ultimate stage makes correspondence between these two kinds of association through a given form of synthesis structure (e.g. hierarchical classi cation). For any xed positive integer q, we consider q-ary relations comparison, on the basis of the observation of an object set O . As a matter of fact, a huge literature in Combinatorial Data Analysis (CDA) is devoted to the cases of q = 1 or 2 . And, in the latter, not enough attention is paid in order to intimately take into account the speci c structure of the compared relations. Thus, the reduction done in the Fowlkes and Mallows (1983) paper, for comparing two classi cation trees cannot be clearly justi ed. On the other hand, Baker (1974) uses the Goodman { Kruskal coe cient (1954) for this aim. However, the generality of this coe cient makes it not enough accurate for the concerned structures. The general method we set up (Lerman 1992) , has its origin in the K. Pearson and M. G. Kendall contributions. It meets Hubert's work (1987) and makes comprehensive a large family of coe cients. But the approach is more concerned with a view of information theory than with that one of statistical testing of hypotheses. On the other hand, the combinatorial nature of the association problem is emphasized and clearly taken into account. For reasons of clarity, we rst consider the most elementary and classical case of comparing numerical variables (q = 1 ). The main case treated does concern the building of an association coe cient between classi cation trees. The components of this construction are speci ed in the framework of our general scheme. For this purpose, two mathematical representations are considered. The former is de ned by a weighted binary relation, using a ranking function. It can be related { in some meaning { to the Spearman approach. When, the latter form can be associated with the Kendall approach, and needs the de nition of a 4-ary relation on O .
Formal notions, associated with the shape of a classi cation tree have to be introduced. On the other hand, the presented work is very concerned with combinatorial computing.
At the end of our paper, we will consider the most general case of comparing q-ary relations, for any q. , (v ; w ) . It is fundamental to realize that the reason for this model in our approach, is not to be tested; but to establish a statistically justi ed similarity measure. In this context, the classical model has a permutational nature. But, it is not the only one which can be considered Lerman (1992) .
To the classical raw index
the permutational random model will associate the random raw index :
where ( ; ) is an ordered pair of independent random permutations, belonging to G n G n , where G n is the set { provided by a uniform probability measure { of all permutations on I = f1; 2; :::; i; :::; ng card(G n ) = n !] .
The exact probability law of s(v ; w ) is the same as that of s(v; w ) resp. s( fQ(v j ; v k ) j 1 j < k pg (7) A globally standardized form of the preceding value table is computed ; namely : fQ s (v j ; v k ) j 1 j < k pg; 
where m e (Q) and var e (Q) are the empirical mean and variance of the (7) It has been established by Lerman (1984) and Daud e (1992), under mutual permutational independence hypothesis, associating with V a set V = fv j = 1 j pg of random variables, that the limit distribution of the random coe cient Q s (v j ; v q ) ( 1 j < k p )
is the normal distribution. Then, we adopt the probabilistic similarity index by means of the equation The Informational Dissimilarity measure D(v j ; v k ) is associated with (10) simply by considering the amount of information which is behind the event of which the probability is P s (v j ; v k ) .
Thus, it is given by :
This process is generalized and can be applied for pairwise mutual comparison of q-ary relations, for any q. We shall now consider the case of interest in this paper, which concerns association c cients between classi cation trees.
3 Comparing classi cation trees
Mathematical representation of a classi cation tree
We shall only be interested here in labeled trees. However, generalizations can easily be considered for weighted trees by replacing the discrete relation associated with the tree on the object set O , by a weighted one.
Many methods are limited to comparison of binary trees. The given justi cation argues that it is always possible to associate with a nonbinary tree, a binary one, compatible with it. Nevertheless, multiple agregation at a given level of a classi cation tree may occur very often in real cases (Lerman (1989 ), Jovicic (1996 ).This is specially, when large data sets are described by qualitative variables, for which the total number of categories is not big enough with respect to the size of the set O .
The number of binary trees compatible with a non binary one becomes considerably large.
Let us de ne the type of the transformation from the l th level tree to the following one, by a sequence of integers (c 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c q ; :::; c r ) for which, respectively, c 1 ; c 2 ; :::; c q ; :::; c r classes of the l th partition level l , are agregated in the following partition level l+1 . By recalling that the number of binary trees on a set of c elements, is given by Let P be the set of all unordered object pairs P = ffx; yg j x 2 O ; y 2 O ; x 6 = yg (13) A faithful mathematical representation that we have adopted for a labeled tree is given by the notion of an \ ultrametric preordonnance " Lerman (1970) ].
Denoting by ( 0 ; 1 ; : : : l?1 ; l ; : : : ; m ) (14) the partition sequence associated with levels of an ! tree, the ultrametric preordonnance UP(!) is a total preorder on P given by R( 1 ) < R( 2 ) ? R( 1 ) < < R( l ) ? R( l?1 ) < < P ? R( m?1 ) ; (15) where R( l ) is the set of all unordered object pairs joined by the partition l , 1 l m ; otherwise, R( l?1 ) R( l ) and R( l ) ? R( l?1 ) { which indicates a set di erence { is the set of all unordered object pairs agregated for the rst time at the l th level, 1 l m. Here, we do suggest to use the \ mean rank " function which respects faithfully ties included in the total preorder and which captures more accurately the tree shape. As an example, consider the two trees and : For the associated level functions, whe have
INRIA however, the number of agregated element pairs, strictly before f1; 8g is 7(7 ? 1)=2 = 21 for ; when it is 2 4(4 ? 1)=2] = 12 for . Now, denoting by ! the mean rank function coding the total preorder UP(!), we have And, the following implicit normalization holds, whatever is the total preorder UP(!); and then, whatever is the ! tree shape :
X f ! (x; y) j fx; yg 2 Pg = p(p + 1)=2 ; (16) where p = card(P) = n(n ? 1)=2
Notice also that for the structure (1; 8) = (4; 5) = 20:5 ;
whereas for the structure (4; 5) = 3 + (3 + 1)=2 = 5 < (1; 8) = 25 :
The second mathematical coding proposed here for a tree ! is given by the indicator function of a structured subset R(!) of P P . R(!) does strictly and faithfully represent ! .
For a concise expression of R(!) , let us, without restriction, designate by f1; 2; : : :; i; : : : ; ng the object set O .
Thus P can be expressed by P = f(i; j) j 1 i < j ng :
With these notations R(!) = f (i; j) ; (i 0 ; j 0 )] j (i; j) ; (i 0 ; j 0 )] 2 P P and l ! (i; j) < l ! (i 0 ; j 0 )g ; (18) where l ! is the level function de ned by the ! tree.
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We may, without ambiguity, also denote by ! the indicator function of R(!) . Therefore, ! is de ned as follows :
!((i; j); (i 0 ; j 0 )) = 1 if l ! (i; j) < l ! (i 0 ; j 0 ) ; 0 if not ; (19) for every ((i; j); (i 0 ; j 0 )) 2 P P .
3.2 Comparing classi cation trees : the classical solutions.
Most methods only take into account the comparison of binary trees. The well{known Fowlkes and Mallows approach (1983) associates with a pair of binary trees = ( 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; l ; : : : ; n?2 ; n?1 ) = ( 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; l ; : : : ; n?2 ; n?1 ) (20) a sequence of similarity indices
where B l compares the partitions l and l , obtained at the l th level of the trees and , 1 l n ? 2.
According to our previous notations see (13) and (15)], we associate with a partition of O, a bipartition of P denoted by R( ); S( )] where R( ) resp. S( )] is the subset of P comprising the object pairs joined (resp. separated) by . In these conditions, B l is nothing other than an association coe cient between two bipartitions of P, respectively associated with l and l ; namely :
The speci c c cient considered by Fowlkes and Mallows (1983) can be written as follows :
INRIA where card designates the cardinality.
Notice that this coe cient has exactly the same structure as the one of Ochiai (1957) , de ned with respect to another type of representation set. Obviously, every similarity index comparing sets of subsets, can be used as B l . In this way, comparison between the trees and is based on the sequence of numerical values (21).
Even in the restricted framework of comparing binary classi cation trees, two main and related criticisms remain. Why have we to only compare the pairs of partitions having respectively the same level in both trees ? Indeed, disconnection is made by this technique between the di erent level partitions of a same tree. The second criticism is about producing a global coe cient B( ; ) summarizing the sequence (21) by means of a non arbitrary function f :
The well{known Goodman and Kruskal c cient (1954) gives a global comparison of two total preorders on a nite set. And then, it can be used for comparing ultrametric preordonnances associated with trees see (19)] since an ultrametric preordonnance is a speci c total preorder on P see (13) = f(x; y)=x 2 X; y 2 X; x 6 = yg, and
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Clearly, we have P P = E 1 + E 2 + E 3 = F 1 + F 2 + F 3 : (27) The following decomposition is of the same type that as considered by Giakoumakis & Monjardet (1987) : O(b) are the two subsets to be associated, the latter index can be put in the following form
where It can be established Lerman (1992) ], in case of comparing two total preorders on an object set O, that the numerator is a centralized index, as for the numerator of (3). An adequate mathematical representation and independence hypothesis have to be considered in this latter context. This is much more easier than the concerned here, where the total preorders are established on P see (13)] and deduced from tree comparisons see (15)]. Now, the justi cation of the denominator is to make this coe cient included between 0 and 1, where the latter value is reached only when any strict inversion between both total preorders exists.
The last and commonly used c cient we want to mention is the classical correlation c cient between the two level functions l and l , respectively associated with binary trees and see (20)] Sokal and Rohlf (1962) ]. Namely,
where ij (1 i < j n) codes an element of the set P of unordered object pairs and where
for ! = or . l (resp: l ) function on P stands for the ultrametric dissimilarity directly de ned by the tree (resp: ). We have suggested in the preceding section to replace the level function l ! of an ! tree by the mean rank function ! associated with the total preordonnance UP(!).
This proposition is done in order to take more intimately into account the shape of the tree, whatever is the number of its levels; and, at the same time, for normalization purpose. As a matter of fact, the common mean of and is (p + 1)=2 see (16)].
A correlation c cient like ( ; ) see (34)] is considered by Lapointe and Legendre (1995) , with eventually replacement of the level function l ! (resp: l ) by an ultrametric height function. The point of view developed in this paper is that of testing independence hypotheses.
The considered random model comprises the permutational one (see x4.1 below). For the latter and relative to an ! tree, the valuation of a pair fi; jg is implicitly given by
1 i < j n. Here, the mean and variance over P of the function ! , are respectively 0 and 1/p.
Only simulations of the random permutational model, are taken into account in the mentioned work. Normal distribution could have been envisaged, in order to approximate the distribution of the correlation coe cient between trees (Daud e 1992).
4 Permutational approach for comparing classi cation trees
As said above (see section 2), the general principle considered here is the same as that one used for comparing numerical variables, viewed as unary relations. The new situations are provided by the speci city of the relations to be compared and by the manner in which these relations are mathematically represented.
First comparison method.
The ultrametric preordonnance UP ! associated with an ! tree as in (15) 
and associate with it the random raw index s( ; ), where = ( ) and = ( ) are independent. As a matter of fact, the distribution function of s( ; ) is the same as that of s( ; ) resp: s( ; )] . Clearly,
where is a random element in the set G n of all permutations on I = f1; 2; : : :; i; : : : ; ng (see above).
Here, we recognize a permutational random index which appeared in the statistical and data analysis literature in di erent contexts (Daniels 1944 ; Mantel 1967 ; Lecalv e 1976 ; Lerman 1977 Lerman , 1992 Hubert 1983 Hubert , 1987 ). An interesting interpretation of the standardized statistical version of this c cient is given in (Ouali-Allah 1991).
As for comparing numerical variables (see section 2), c cients as (3), (5) and (6) can be de ned and mathematically computed. The reason is because equation as (4) remains valid, whatever the arity of the relations to be compared is, Lerman (1992) . But here, expressions as (5) and (6) Obviously, the tree shapes of and intervene intimately in s( ; ), A and A . The tree shapes will also, implicitly, play an important part in the second proposed method.
Second comparison method
We adopt here the strict mathematical representation (coding) of the ultrametric preordonnance associated with an ! tree, given by the subset R(!) of P P see (18) . Recall that ! designates also the indicator function of R(!) see (19) .
In these conditions, the raw similarity index associated with the comparison of two trees and , has the following expression s 0 ( ; ) = X f (fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g) (fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g) j (fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g) 2 J Jg ; (47) INRIA where J = ffi; jg j 1 i 6 = j ng is the set of all unordered element pairs of I = f1; 2; : : :; i; : : : ; ng. J codes P.
As before and according to general property, s 0 ( ; ), s 0 ( ; ) and s 0 ( ; ) { where and are independent random trees { are equivalent versions of the random raw index. Then, let us consider s 0 ( ; ) = P (fi; jg ; fi 0 ; j 0 g) (f (i); (j)g ; f (i 0 ); (j 0 )g) j (fi; jg ; fi 0 ; j 0 g) 2 J Jg ; (48) where { as usual { is a random permutation in the set G n of all permutations on I, equally distributed.
In order to obtain the standardized index We may qualify a G(resp: H) ? element, as an \attested" ! G(resp: H) ? element; if the latter is counted in the above ! (G) resp: ! (H)] proportion. Hence, the problem arises to have a method for determining the number of attested ! G (resp: H) elements. These numbers depend strongly on the ! tree shape (! = or ). They can be denoted n ! (G) and n ! (H); and then, obviously, we have :
n(n?1)(n?2) and ! (H) = 4 n!(H) n(n?1)(n?2)(n?3) (55) Clearly, each subtree of ! (Figure 3 ) does increment n ! (G) two unities; one for (fi; jg; fi; kg) and one for (fi; jg; fj; kg). Then twice the number of such ! subtrees gives n ! (G). At the end of this paper we will try to give mathematical de nition of a tree shape. In spite of this, it seems very complicated to derive mathematical formula for n ! (G) and n ! (H). An appropriate solution for this problem is an algorithmic one. The speci ed algorithm has to enumerate all the ! subtrees of the above forms (a), (b), (c), (d) ]. The direct expression of this mathematical expectation is given by : P f (fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g) (fi 00 ; j 00 g; fi 000 ; j 000 g) (f (i); (j)g; f (i 0 ); (j 0 )g) (f (i 00 ); (j 00 )g; f (i 000 ); (j 000 )g j ((fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g); (fi 00 ; j 00 g; fi 000 ; j 000 g) 2 (J J) (J J)g (56) In order to detect invariance properties, we have to decompose the set (J J) (J J), over which the sum is, according to the structure of ((fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g); (fi 00 ; j 00 g; fi 000 ; j 000 g)).
This structure is de ned from repetitions of I elements in the couple of couples of unordered element pairs of I. Each structure determines a \con guration". As an example consider the following one, where distinct symbols indicate di erent elements of I :
((fi; jg; fk; lg); (fi; mg; fj; mg)) ; (57) it belongs to H G see (51)]. This con guration de nes a class of H G which comprises n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)=2 elements. (58) and split each of the four classes into subclasses respectively associated with the di erent con gurations. The detail of all the con gurations and the number of represented elements for each of them is explicitly given in section 6. The following table gives the number of con gurations included in each of the above subsets see (58) (59) where ! (C) is the proportion of C-elements (fi; jg; fi 0 ; j 0 g); (fi 00 ; j 00 g; fi 000 ; j 000 g)] for which the rst and the third pairs (fi; jgandfi 00 ; j 00 g) are joined strictly before the second and the fourth pairs (fi 0 ; j 0 g and fi 000 ; j 000 ), in the ! tree, ! = or .
Consequently, we have to enumerate the set of C-elements for which the stated condition of the above theorem, holds. For this purpose, we have to introduce the notion of a c-compatible type of an ! subtree. The number of leaves of the latter is the number of distinct elements which intervene in the c con guration, it is comprised between 3 and 8; 3
in case of (fi; jg; fi; kg); (fi; jg; fi; kg)] type and 8 in case of (fi; jg; fk; lg); (fp; qg; fr; sg)]
type. In the latter and as previously, distinct symbol letters indicate distinct elements of I.
As an example, consider the following c-con guration which belongs to H G:
(fi; jg; fk; lg); (fi; mg; fj; mg)]
We are going to illustrate two cases (among others) of compatible trees. For each of them we will give the number of times where the above congiguration c is instanciated.
The rst compatible tree which is de ned on the set fx; y; z; u; vg, is the following ( Figure   5 ).
It is easy to see that the subset fi; j; mg must be instanciated by fx; y; zg. On the other hand, the repeated element m, that we can call a pivotal element, is necessarily x or y. And then we have the two following instanciations of c : ((fy; zg; fu; vg); (fx; yg; fx; zg)) and ((fx; zg; fu; vg); (fx; yg; fy; zg)). The second compatible tree which is also represented on the set fx; y; z; u; vg, has the following form (Figure 6 ). It gives rise to eight instanciations of the above c-con guration.
To realize that, begin by constituting the right ordered pair of unordered element pairs (fi; mg; fj; mg), where m indicates the pivotal element. For this purpose, we have to choose a subset of size three in the set fx; y; z; ug. Afterwards we have to choose on among two possible elements. As an example, consider the 3-subset fx; z; ug, the pivotal elements can be x or z. Therefore, the eight instanciations of the con guration c can be expressed as follows :
((fy; zg; fu; vg); (fx; yg; fx; zg)) ((fx; zg; fu; vg); (fx; yg; fy; zg)) ((fy; ug; fz; vg); (fx; yg; fx; ug)) ((fx; ug; fz; vg); (fx; yg; fy; ug)) ((fz; ug; fy; vg); (fx; zg; fx; ug)) ((fx; ug; fy; vg); (fx; zg; fz; ug)) ((fz; ug; fx; vg); (fy; zg; fy; ug)) ((fy; ug; fx; vg); (fy; zg; fz; ug)) Therefore, for a given con guration c and an ! tree, the general enumeration method can be decomposed as follows :
Derive all types of c-compatible subtrees. For a subtree of a given type, determine how many countable elements of C(c), it does
give rise.
For a given type, determine how many subtrees of this type there are, in the whole ! tree.
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Let us consider one more example for which the number of elements of C(c) associated with a c-compatible ! subtree, is more than only one.
Relative to the following c-con guration, belonging to H H : (fi; jg; fk; lg); (fi; pg; fq; rg)] ; the following subtree is c-compatible (Figure 7 ) : We focus here on the pairs fi; jg and fi; pg which respectively are the rst components of both ordered pairs of object pairs (fi; jg; fk; lg) and (fi; pg; fq; rg). The subset fi; j; pg has necessarily an empty intersection with the subset fu; v; w; tg. Because if not, it would be impossible to constitute fk; lg or fq; rg with the conditions fi; jg < fk; lg and fi; pg < fq; rg, according to the tree structure. Therefore fi; j; pg is identical to fx; y; zg. In these conditions, there are six possibilities for forming (fi; jg; fi; pg); namely : (fx; yg; fx; zg); (fx; yg; fy; zg); (fx; zg; fx; yg); (fx; zg; fy; zg); (fy; zg; fx; yg) and (fy; zg; fx; zg).
For each possibility, there are 2 4 2 = 12 choices for forming (fk; lg; fq; rg), where necessarily fk; l; q; rg = fu; v; w; tg.
Then in all, there are 72 instanciations of the above con guration, from the above tree. Now, let us denote by T ! (c) the set of all ! subtrees types compatible with the c con guration. If t ! (c) is a given element of T ! (c), we may designate by n t ! (c)] the number of times for which the type t ! (c) is instanciated in the whole ! tree. For a given instanciation, l t ! (c)] indicates the number of distinct replications of the c-con guration, which can be obtained in a compatible way, from a given t ! (c) subtree. In these conditions, the cardinal { that we denote by m(!; G) { which de nes the numerator of the ratio ! (c), can be put in the following form :
Hence, we may state the subsequent property Property 1: Relative to a given con guration c, the proportion of c-elements compatible with an ! ? tree can be expressed by
where the di erent components of this equation are speci ed above.
Mathematical expression for m(C) can be provided without great di culty. However tractable analytical formula for m(!; C) depending on the ! tree shape, seems to be very hypothetical to obtain. And that, even characterization is provided in order to capture formally the ! tree shape. For this purpose we may introduce a notion of \ indexed type of a classi cation tree". It does correspond to the sequence of the partition types, associated with the level tree decreasing sequence.
Let us begin by giving an example before more formal de nition. For the following tree a (Figure 8 ), the indexed type is (a) = 8; (5; 3); (3; 1; 1; 2; 1); (1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1; 1)]
More generally, for the following tree b (Figure 9 ), The indexed type is (b) = n; (n 1 ; n 2 ); (n 11 ; n 12 ; n 13 ; n 2 ); (n 11 ; n 12 ; n 13 ; n 21 ; n 22 ; n 23 ; n 24 ); (n 111 ; n 112 ; n 12 ; n 13 ; n 21 ; n 22 ; n 23 ; n 24 )]; where, in the gure, we have indicated by N i1i2:::i k the object class of which the cardinality is n i1i2:::i k . This property is clear to be seen. However, the induced function is very complicated to be set up. The solution we propose is an algorithmic one. It must follow the general scheme pictured above. Experimental work will be considered in near future.
Notice that the previous de nition gives for the number of object pairs joined at the \ rst time" at the k th level, the following equation 
5 Comparing q-ary relations and concluding remarks.
Comparison between q-ary relations is outlined in (Lerman 1992) . In order to situate the previous development, let us recall the elements of this comparison. its value for q = 4 is 209. This number is much greater than the necessary number of con gurations (137, see Table 1 ) to have to be considered in case of tree comparison. This, because we have taken into account, in the latter case, the speci city of the relations to be associated.
The order of the computational complexity is n 2q . This number becomes too large if n is not enough small. For example, for n = 100 and q = 4, n 2q = 10 8 . However, parallelization computing procedure can be envisaged. Anyway, for our problem of tree classi cation comparison, one may limit this comparison to its most interesting part, by considering truncated trees. The truncation may consist of deleting the rst levels of both trees, starting by a signi ant classi cation for each of them (Lerman and Ghazzali 1991) , having approximatively the same number of classes. This provides a major simpli cation in determining m(!; C) see equation (61)] by an algorithmic manner. Roughly speaking, the number n is replaced by the number of leaves of the retained tree.
The importance of the scale, with respect to which an association coe cient is established, is not enough emphasized in data analysis literature. It is now admited and mainly evocated in the binary case (Hubert 1983 , Messatfa 1990 , that the numerator of the association coe cient has to be centralized. The reduction proposed is often based on the maximum of the numerator. This may give rise to very di cult problems of combinatorial optimization (Lerman 1987; Lerman and Peter 1988; Messatfa 1992 ). In our case and relative to our latter mathematical coding, this leads to the intractable problem of nding the permutation which maximizes s 0 ( ; ( )) see (48)]. For statistical reasons and according to likelihood linkage analysis (LLA) classi cation method (Lerman 1993) , we have adopted reduction by means of the standard deviation of s 0 ( ; ) see (48)]. And, we have shown the computing problem to be tractable by means of a polynomial algorithmic procedure. The algorithmic research is now under study and will give soon matter to a future paper.
6 Appendix : structural decomposition of (G + H) (G + H)
We are going here to make explicit the structural decomposition of (G + H) (G + H) (see paragraph 4.2.2) and then, to justify the content of table 1. On the other hand, we will
give the cardinality associated with each substructure de ning a given con guration c of an ordered pair of which each component is an ordered pair of unordered object pairs, such as :
((fx; yg; fz; tg); (fx 0 ; y 0 g; fz 0 ; t 0 g))
An unordered object pair such as x; y will be denoted here by a word with two letters xy, of which the rst letter x precedes lexicographically the second one y.
First recall the general equation (58) 6.1 Decomposition of U V = G G Let = (xy; xz) be a given element of G. Consider the set fx; y; zg of the three elements which intervene in the constitution of . We have to consider four general cases according to the number of objects distinct from x,y or z and which intervene in the construction of . This number can be 0,1,2 or 3 ; and then, the cases will be denoted according to this number. Now we are going to give below the di erent structures of = (x 0 y 0 ; x 0 z 0 ) and the associated cardinalities of c = c( ; ).
6.1.1 Structures of for the case 0 (xy; xz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (xz; xy); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (xy; yz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (yz; xy); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (xz; yz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (yz; xz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2); (tu; xz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)=2; (yz; tu); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)=2; (tu; yz); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)=2; (xt; yu); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); (yu; xt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); (xt; zu); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); (zu; xt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); (yt; zu); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); (zu; yt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4); 6.2.3 Structures of for the case 2 (xt; uv); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; (uv; xt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; (yt; uv); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; (uv; yt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; (zt; uv); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; (uv; zt); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)=2; 6.2.4 Structures of for the case 3 (tu; vw); card(c) = n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3)(n ? 4)(n ? 5)(n ? 6)=4.
One may verify that the sum of the above cardinalities of the 25 categories is equal to n(n ? 1)(n ? 2) (1=4)n(n ? 1)(n ? 2)(n ? 3) = card(G H).
It is obvious that the decomposition of H G is structurally analogous to that of G H.
6.3 Decomposition of U V = H H Let = (xy; zt) be a given element of U = H and let us designate by E( ) the set fx; y; z; tg including the four elements which appear in . D( ) will indicate the complementary subset of E( ) and we have card(D( )) = n ? 4. As previously, the structural decomposition of V = H will be elaborated according to the repetitions of x; y; z or t, in the components of the element = (x 0 y 0 ; z 0 t 0 ) which belongs to V = H. But in this situation the respective roles of x and y (resp. z and t) are equivalent.
To illustrate this point, consider the two following elements of H H:
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